
0:0:0.0 --> 0:0:22.160 

Michelle Head 

CSO team to share a bunch of information with you, but rather have a dialogue in which you guys are 

establishing some norms and expectations that will be useful as you review during the next cycle and we 

recognize this maybe a more useful training at the start of August as you just may start the appointment 

on this committee. But given the timing. 

0:0:22.850 --> 0:0:38.780 

Michelle Head 

With the new review cycle and new forms, we thought that there is useful information to be shared at 

this point as well. So thank you again for joining. I'm going to share a link if you would like to the 

presentation. A good part of it though is we'll just be navigating through curriculog as well, so. 

0:0:40.570 --> 0:0:50.300 

Michelle Head 

Alright, UM so myself and Amy Jones will lead the presentation, but know that we work in collaboration 

with. 

0:0:51.660 --> 0:1:10.230 

Michelle Head 

Anissa, who is the assistant vice president for curriculum and academic innovation and then also on our 

team, who you may be familiar with, is Rachel Stignani, who helps to manage the meetings as well as 

our newest member, Ashley, Doling, and I think we introduced her during a previous meeting with you 

all. 

0:1:12.740 --> 0:1:20.10 

Michelle Head 

And as Rachel mentioned, if you have questions at any point during the presentation, feel free to put 

them in the chat. Will be responsive to that. 

0:1:20.350 --> 0:1:22.560 

Michelle Head 

Umm. Or any comments as well? 

0:1:25.860 --> 0:1:42.590 

Michelle Head 

So you wanna start just kind of contextualizing the presentation reminding where GPCC sits in the 

review process. So this is the pathway that a proposal takes through the review process in which the 

Gray boxes on here represents. 

0:1:42.670 --> 0:1:50.110 

Michelle Head 

Umm optional steps or conditional steps I should say that a proposal may take so for example. 

0:1:50.970 --> 0:2:15.250 

Michelle Head 

Education proposals that are originating outside of BCOE would go through the EPPC so that one is Gray. 



A couple of other things to remind you of that exist on the curriculum.kennesaw.edu web page are a 

couple of reports that you might find useful. The first report is the UPCC GPCC docket. 

0:2:16.670 --> 0:2:17.240 

Michelle Head 

Umm. 

0:2:19.410 --> 0:2:25.220 

Michelle Head 

And I see a comment. I'm gonna pause for a second because it looks like maybe you guys can't see the 

slides, is that correct? 

0:2:29.920 --> 0:2:31.110 

Anissa Vega 

I can see the slides. 

0:2:31.610 --> 0:2:32.80 

Michelle Head 

OK. 

0:2:33.80 --> 0:2:36.520 

Michelle Head 

And were on curriculum review process, right, it's moving, OK. 

0:2:38.670 --> 0:2:39.990 

Michelle Head 

Cherilyn, can you see them? 

0:2:43.540 --> 0:2:47.810 

Cherilyn McLester 

OK, yeah, now I can I I had some weird setting going on. Fixed it. Thank you. 

0:2:48.140 --> 0:2:50.470 

Michelle Head 

OK, thanks. I just wanna make sure everybody could see them. 

0:2:52.200 --> 0:2:58.150 

Michelle Head 

So during this pathway through the approval process, some of the reports are generated. So one that is. 

0:2:59.720 --> 0:3:29.550 

Michelle Head 

May be helpful to you all, as a committee is the GPCC or graduate document. The GPCC docket and this 

gets generated once the proposal or the Curriculog proposal comes in for CSO review before it is moved 

on to either EPCC or URL as GPCC they get placed on there. I'm in the order in which they were received 

and that is how he works. 

0:3:29.730 --> 0:3:47.480 

Michelle Head 



But the executive Committee to make the agenda so at any point in time, you're curious, kind of 

whether something is likely to make an agenda you can click on the link here in the presentation on also 

we can we'll show you on our main home page as well where you can find that. 

0:3:49.130 --> 0:3:54.120 

Michelle Head 

After that, Umm, the proposal moves on. You all review it at the university level. 

0:3:55.240 --> 0:4:24.400 

Michelle Head 

Umm, you make a recommendation at that point it can be recommended for approval or it can be 

recommended to be rejected. In either case, though that proposal does still move on in which the 

Provost considers the recommendation that is made. So at any other previous step in which the 

proposal is rejected, it goes all the way back to the originator. At this point though, it is always moved 

forward with notes about whether it was rejected or approved. 

0:4:26.150 --> 0:4:54.740 

Michelle Head 

The last step in the final, once it's received final review and it's clear to be put into the catalog, another 

report is generated, which is the implementation summary report. So this report basically is a list of 

everything that has been approved for that next catalog year. So that might be helpful to colleges and 

programs as they think about what has been approved and what changes are coming. 

0:4:56.180 --> 0:4:58.150 

Michelle Head 

Any questions about the review cycle? 

0:5:4.260 --> 0:5:4.650 

Michelle Head 

OK. 

0:5:9.350 --> 0:5:23.520 

Michelle Head 

Also, to kind of contextualize our conversation today, I wanted to remind you things that we are looking 

for at initial review. When we first see a proposal and those things that you all are evaluating the 

proposal for. 

0:5:24.360 --> 0:5:54.410 

Michelle Head 

So initial review will really just looking for whether the form is completed. All the information's there, all 

the attachments are already clarity to make sure there's consistency and the responses that are given. 

They're it doesn't raise any questions later in the review process and also compliance. So making sure it 

meets the minimum requirements for the change that's being made. So we're not evaluating whether 

the proposed idea is good or bad. 

0:5:54.530 --> 0:6:18.0 

Michelle Head 

We're just making sure everything is there to make sure you all have enough information to make that 



informed decision. So a GPCC kind of the big themes that you all are looking for then is overlap in 

conflict between existing programs and courses across the university. So oftentimes this comes up as a 

new courses or programs are being created. 

0:6:19.270 --> 0:6:27.620 

Michelle Head 

Umm, the quality of the proposed changes. So is there enough information and data in there to inform 

why the changes being proposed? 

0:6:29.0 --> 0:6:37.990 

Michelle Head 

Is it something that you would expect to see in our curriculum? Is it something that might impact our 

students, which is one of the last areas? 

0:6:39.180 --> 0:6:45.670 

Michelle Head 

And particularly when you're looking at maybe your admission requirements and thinking about how it's 

going to impact students. 

0:6:46.800 --> 0:6:52.680 

Michelle Head 

On whether it's equitable access to the program and whether they can move through. 

0:6:54.670 --> 0:7:3.100 

Michelle Head 

And graduate in a timely manner. Or there are things that have been introduced that might hold them 

up. So those are all things that you all would be looking for in the proposal. 

0:7:7.570 --> 0:7:23.390 

Michelle Head 

So in the past review cycle, you had a number of proposals to review. I just wanted to share some data 

that we had from our team. So you can see on the left here as a bar graph of the type of proposals that 

you all reviewed. So by far. 

0:7:24.550 --> 0:7:43.80 

Michelle Head 

You had the most changes to courses and new courses being developed and then kind of next to that is 

the change to program. So we're going to mainly focus our discussion around those forms today, but 

recognize that there are course other things that you guys review for such as batch changes. 

0:7:43.160 --> 0:7:49.390 

Michelle Head 

Umm and cross leveling, which we'll also talk about cause that is somewhat unique to your committee. 

0:7:51.160 --> 0:7:52.690 

Michelle Head 

GPCC in total. 



0:7:53.760 --> 0:8:26.110 

Michelle Head 

Reviewed 64 proposals, of which 57 of those proposals reached final review and are ready for 

publication. The average time of for proposal to move from the start, which it was launched 2 final 

approval, was 106 days, so approximately 3 1/2 months ish. It takes that proposal to be approved at 

every step and that's why we're encouraging programs to start entering proposals during the spring. 

0:8:26.290 --> 0:8:37.740 

Michelle Head 

So we can start some of those initial review steps and maybe review within departments early so they 

can get 2 GPCC before that November and December crunch. 

0:8:44.630 --> 0:9:7.580 

Michelle Head 

So a couple of reminders and kind of things we wanted to point out that you might start seeing as you 

start reviewing in the next cycle the forms Amy and I work to revise have been released in January. So 

only if proposals have been originated in January will you see the changes start to kind of trickle up to 

your level. 

0:9:9.760 --> 0:9:40.670 

Michelle Head 

So we took an approach and we looked at all of the common forms that have been used and we tried to 

make them consistent between similar forms. So a new course form should look similar to a change to 

course form in terms of the information and the placement of the questions. So I know as a reviewer, 

sometimes you're like, I know it's here, but in one form it's in, it's under impact and maybe another 

form. It was under justification previously. So we've tried to better align those. 

0:9:40.970 --> 0:9:45.770 

Michelle Head 

So you'll see a reordering of questions, but much of the content is remaining the same. 

0:9:47.770 --> 0:10:2.440 

Michelle Head 

Also, the syllabus for Umm course changes and new courses is no longer requested. Instead we've 

placed the most important pieces that should be reviewed from the syllabus into the actual form so you 

won't have to go and open another attachment. 

0:10:3.680 --> 0:10:7.600 

Michelle Head 

Umm, so things like the student learning outcomes. 

0:10:9.220 --> 0:10:28.570 

Michelle Head 

The topical list that will be addressed on the textbooks that will be used and the assessments will be 

asked of you in the form itself. Those components should help you to evaluate the level and rigor of the 

course so you can figure out whether the course numbering makes sense. 



0:10:30.110 --> 0:10:40.580 

Michelle Head 

Also, any references to modality have been removed since we are handling course modality on through 

a different process, so we felt like those questions didn't necessarily need to be on the forms anymore. 

0:10:41.380 --> 0:10:43.850 

Michelle Head 

And lastly, the most significant change. 

0:10:44.840 --> 0:11:0.670 

Michelle Head 

Is that we're now requesting a curriculum map for any change to programs or new programs, we'll have 

to submit one and I'll talk about exactly what that is in just a second. But are there any questions about 

some of the changes that we've made so far? 

0:11:11.290 --> 0:11:14.20 

Michelle Head 

OK, see it. Thumbs up from you thanks you. 

0:11:15.410 --> 0:11:17.170 

Michelle Head 

Awesome. OK, go ahead and. 

0:11:18.160 --> 0:11:33.370 

Michelle Head 

So this is, Umm, the curriculum map template, so hopefully folks will use the template so you can get 

used to kind of what you're looking at, But basically this is a matrix that will help you to see the impact 

of change. 

0:11:34.410 --> 0:11:35.840 

Michelle Head 

So along the left. 

0:11:36.330 --> 0:11:54.90 

Michelle Head 

On column are the program student learning outcomes, so they should list all the outcomes of the 

program here and then along the top are all the courses that are required in the program. So it's 

recommended that all courses in area F lower division requirements and upper division requirements 

are listed there. 

0:11:55.810 --> 0:11:57.20 

Michelle Head 

In the boxes. 

0:11:57.960 --> 0:12:9.730 

Michelle Head 

And the template it recommends to use the notation of I for introducing that program. Student learning 

outcome are for reinforcing it and then a for assessment. 



0:12:10.540 --> 0:12:32.910 

Michelle Head 

We recognize that this is new to everybody. So at this point we are completely OK. If the boxes are just 

shaded in or an ex's placed in them. But for programs, it's really helpful to think about where the topics 

are introduced, reinforced and assessed to make sure that the students are given appropriate 

opportunities to really master that program student learning outcome. 

0:12:35.10 --> 0:12:43.230 

Michelle Head 

Also, what you'll see on the curriculum map is you start to receive them is the changes that are being 

indicated by the green and red columns. 

0:12:43.830 --> 0:12:52.620 

Michelle Head 

So you can see here a red column for this 4th course over and here this course is being deleted from the 

program. 

0:12:53.410 --> 0:12:56.100 

Michelle Head 

So you can see here this course wasn't really. 

0:12:56.910 --> 0:13:3.570 

Michelle Head 

It may have served a purpose, but it wasn't addressing any of the student learning outcomes. It wasn't 

introducing anything or reinforcing. 

0:13:4.310 --> 0:13:5.220 

Michelle Head 

And so. 

0:13:6.130 --> 0:13:25.270 

Michelle Head 

This course this is kind of hypothetical example was recommended and a proposal was being maybe 

entered to discontinue that course, whereas the second course there is shown in green. So this is a 

course that is being introduced into the curriculum and maybe they had felt that those program student 

learning outcomes. 

0:13:25.790 --> 0:13:35.360 

Michelle Head 

Umm, towards the bottom of their list, we're being introduced to late into the program and so they 

wanted to introduce a course that maybe did that earlier on. And so of course was designed to do that. 

0:13:37.440 --> 0:13:45.240 

Michelle Head 

Umm so hopefully this is a concise way to demonstrate the impact of changes on a program. We want to 

ensure that. 



0:13:46.100 --> 0:13:56.430 

Michelle Head 

A program as its proposed allows students multiple opportunities to master the outcomes that are set 

forth, right? That's what the student is expecting to get out of a program. 

0:13:58.70 --> 0:14:7.620 

Michelle Head 

So questions or comments about this, I might expect that there are because this is completely new, a 

new tool that we are requesting to be attached to our proposals. 

0:14:10.400 --> 0:14:15.290 

Michelle Head 

Or as the reviewers, what information might you look for and glean from this? 

0:14:18.460 --> 0:14:21.270 

Michelle Head 

Feel free to turn your mic on and share type in the chat. 

0:14:36.860 --> 0:14:39.750 

Michelle Head 

Think, Cherilyn, so, she said it straight forward. 

0:14:41.0 --> 0:14:46.310 

Michelle Head 

Hopefully that's the goal is that you don't have to go to multiple sources to try to understand the 

change. 

0:14:51.960 --> 0:14:52.470 

Michelle Head 

OK. 

0:14:53.630 --> 0:14:55.580 

Michelle Head 

And go ahead and move forward, Amy. 

0:14:57.950 --> 0:15:4.590 

Michelle Head 

And this is we're in a transition at this point. This is kind of all the up front matter. We're gonna dive into 

curriculog. 

0:15:5.530 --> 0:15:10.870 

Michelle Head 

Next, I'll let Amy pull that up, but if there's other questions while she does that, if you guys wanna enter 

them into the chat. 

0:15:11.710 --> 0:15:12.800 

Michelle Head 

Pam, please do so. 



0:15:19.860 --> 0:15:20.690 

Michelle Head 

Go ahead, Amy. 

0:15:22.660 --> 0:15:31.430 

Amy Jones 

Hi you should now be looking at our website so please give me a thumbs up or some indication that it's 

visible. 

0:15:37.860 --> 0:15:51.40 

Amy Jones 

Can't. Thank you. OK. So on our CIA website, as Michelle pointed out earlier in the presentation, we 

have a number of resources that will help you understand our curriculum. 

0:15:52.540 --> 0:16:16.790 

Amy Jones 

And help you in your review process. So one of the first ones is our docket. So the graduate curriculum 

docket can be found actually in two places and I'll show you the first one here. This is under the quick 

links on the main home page. So cia.kennesaw.edu and the undergraduate curriculum docket will show 

you everything that's ready and available for review at your level. 

0:16:18.40 --> 0:16:44.460 

Amy Jones 

I actually have a program proposal ready to go for your next meeting. Can came in the other day as you 

see, it's ready. That means the Executive Committee has not yet put it on an agenda, but they will be 

doing so soon. And the link to the Curriculog proposal can be found right here as well as descriptive 

information about what they're trying to do with the change. So this is a program change and they're 

updating the catalog description. 

0:16:45.460 --> 0:16:54.730 

Amy Jones 

The program will study requirements and the total credit hours, so you'll be able to look for that as you 

look into the curriculog link. So this is one place to get to the docket. 

0:16:55.500 --> 0:17:5.460 

Amy Jones 

Another place to get to the docket is on the curriculum committees page, but I wanna just highlight a 

couple more quick links to help you right here so. 

0:17:6.340 --> 0:17:38.180 

Amy Jones 

We have the implementation summary report which was discussed also by Michelle earlier. This is this 

last link right here. This implementation summary pulls from multiple years so something was approved 

two years ago, but it doesn't go into effect until fall 2023. This is where it will be shown and this will 

move forward as we move forward in time. So next year's implementation report will be 2024 and items 

that were previously approved other years but go into effect 24. 



0:17:38.280 --> 0:18:11.280 

Amy Jones 

I'll be visible here. This shows the again program or program or course change the link to the Curriculog 

specific when it was implemented. This is whether or not it's been fully published. This is more for our 

use, but you can see if something was recently approved but not visible in the catalog yet. That's why 

hopefully we have all of these ready to go by the time catalog publication, but sometimes due to. 

0:18:11.350 --> 0:18:25.780 

Amy Jones 

External factors BOR requirements, USG approvals, those kind of things. Catalogs will be published 

without final items submitted and so or not submitted, published. 

0:18:26.610 --> 0:18:50.900 

Amy Jones 

So if you know that something was recently approved by the Board of Regents, but it's not yet visible in 

the published catalog, it's probably just because we are working on it. But this is this shows everything 

that is to go into effect the next academic year. So it's just another resource for you to see kind of what 

was approved in the past, what's coming up. 

0:18:52.130 --> 0:18:55.80 

Amy Jones 

And it just a resource for all of our curricular work. 

0:18:57.240 --> 0:19:0.380 

Amy Jones 

Now going to the curriculum committees site. 

0:19:1.430 --> 0:19:31.180 

Amy Jones 

We have one for GPCC. Here's another place to access the docket so that if you just wanna bookmark 

this page in particular and not the CIA home page, that's perfectly fine. You'll be able to access the 

docket as well as the schedule with the teams links and any other relevant information we have on here 

in approvals summary from the past two years. Those are another report of all things that have been 

approved by that academic year. 

0:19:32.850 --> 0:19:45.420 

Amy Jones 

Resources include members, guide bylaws and approval guidelines. These were developed to help you 

do your job in reviewing for those regular level. 

0:19:47.190 --> 0:19:53.610 

Amy Jones 

And all of the other parts that you are responsible for as the university wide graduate curriculum body. 

0:19:55.200 --> 0:19:56.660 

Amy Jones 

So those are some quick. 



0:19:57.510 --> 0:20:27.570 

Amy Jones 

Quick tour of our website now what's most important is in the bulk of your work is reviewing the 

CURRICULOG proposals. These can be you can get to this link by going directly to kind of saw duck 

curriculog.com or you will get an e-mail generated from the system when items are ready for you to 

review, you can go through there. But remember you must be logged in to curriculog to do anything. So 

if you do not see your name here in the. 

0:20:27.630 --> 0:20:29.730 

Amy Jones 

Corner. You will have to log in. 

0:20:31.20 --> 0:20:36.30 

Amy Jones 

And you do that through your KSU credentials and do well so. 

0:20:37.280 --> 0:20:56.170 

Amy Jones 

When we have agendas available for meetings, there will be under the Agendas tab and there will be 

under listed here under all agendas. You can also find them under my agendas for committees that 

you're on. We don't have an agenda right now, but that's where it will live once we create it for the next 

meeting. 

0:20:57.250 --> 0:20:59.240 

Amy Jones 

Under proposals. 

0:21:0.280 --> 0:21:21.70 

Amy Jones 

If this is your only committee, then all of the items for GPCC will be under the My Tasks Committee or on 

my tasks tab. If you are multiple committees or multiple steps for approval in curriculog, you will have all 

of your items listed here, but you can filter by going through the advanced filter. 

0:21:22.580 --> 0:21:29.540 

Amy Jones 

Under my roles and selecting the GPCC and then if we filter these. 

0:21:30.360 --> 0:21:39.290 

Amy Jones 

Only items ready for the GPCC which is A1 proposal will be visible to you to help you organize your your 

work. 

0:21:40.510 --> 0:22:1.420 

Amy Jones 

But we would like to go through and look at some of the different changes that we made to the 

proposals. So I've created a sample proposal using the electrical and computer engineering Ms program. 

We didn't do anything with them and besides, import them into the catalog so you can see the changes 

to the form questions. 



0:22:2.450 --> 0:22:2.940 

Amy Jones 

OK. 

0:22:5.480 --> 0:22:8.110 

Amy Jones 

So this front part should. 

0:22:9.420 --> 0:22:43.730 

Amy Jones 

Should be familiar to you. It does include links to proposal checklist. If you've got individual questions 

and guidelines that are also found on our website. So and at any time if there any questions about the 

form to please direct them to curriculog@kennesaw.edu that is a resource account managed by our 

team and we will be able to answer your question if it's a technical question. If it's a content question or 

if it's a I don't know what I'm doing question we'll be able to assist you as best we can or direct you to 

the more appropriate resource. 

0:22:44.710 --> 0:23:6.940 

Amy Jones 

This first section of the proposal is the routing information. This is set up by the originator to select 

which department or departments that should be reviewing. You do not need to worry about any of this 

information as by the time it gets to the GPCC, all of the previous bodies selected in the departments 

and colleges would have already reviewed it. 

0:23:8.230 --> 0:23:13.960 

Amy Jones 

At most you would need to know who the department representative would be. If you have individual 

questions for them. 

0:23:15.980 --> 0:23:16.480 

Amy Jones 

Uh. 

0:23:18.540 --> 0:23:48.430 

Amy Jones 

The proposed changes section, though this does give you a quick and dirty version of what they are 

trying to change, and then a brief summary of why so you can check here to see what in depth 

information you should be looking for later on. The next section is the catalog information. This 

information is pulled directly from the catalog for changes to existing items and we'll display exactly as 

it's shown. 

0:23:48.550 --> 0:24:22.120 

Amy Jones 

For new items or any modifications that are being made as you see in this catalog description area, 

there's some new information in the catalog description that looks a little bit weird, especially this table 

and all of these links and all this stuff we have gone through a redesign of the catalog that includes a 



new banner of photos and links that does not display properly in curriculog, but when it is imported and 

exported into the final version of the catalog. 

0:24:22.210 --> 0:24:52.120 

Amy Jones 

Please links and things will be images and links to different sections of the catalog description and 

external links. So don't change anything that's in here and don't freak out when you see anything that's 

in here. The most important part is the text that is included within the catalog description. So if 

something is being indicated that it's being changed in the description you just wanna check and make 

sure that it makes sense to you as you're reading through it. 

0:24:53.310 --> 0:24:54.830 

Amy Jones 

The revised curriculum. 

0:24:55.730 --> 0:25:25.520 

Amy Jones 

And the curriculum schema on preview curriculum. These items are important to see how the changes 

will look and function in real life. So the first one is curriculum courses. This is a list of all the courses 

that are used in the schema. The schema itself shows a breakdown by what we call cores, but they're 

not really cores as you think of them. For education, they're more of just chunks of the curriculum that 

the CURRICULOG system uses to differentiate. 

0:25:26.580 --> 0:25:44.670 

Amy Jones 

Sections of the curriculum, and these can be expanded to see additional information, but what's the 

best to do for your holistic view of curriculum is to look at the preview curriculum button and then this 

will pop up another window and I will share that window as well. 

0:25:53.190 --> 0:26:13.170 

Amy Jones 

And this shows what it will look like published, so each of those different cores, those different chunks, 

how they will look actually published with any descriptor information or notes in each of those sections, 

and gives you kind of a well, it's a preview of what it's gonna actually look like in real time. 

0:26:14.410 --> 0:26:25.550 

Amy Jones 

So this information should match some files that we'll talk about later on, but this gives you kind of the 

quick and dirty of how to actually look at curriculum in curriculog. 

0:26:27.490 --> 0:26:30.110 

Amy Jones 

Can I bring back up the page? Give me just a second. 

0:26:33.120 --> 0:26:33.370 

Amy Jones 

OK. 



0:26:40.570 --> 0:26:42.220 

Amy Jones 

Michelle, I believe. 

0:26:45.560 --> 0:26:46.780 

Amy Jones 

I think you're on mute, Michelle. 

0:26:48.330 --> 0:27:1.200 

Michelle Head 

I was. Thank you. The next section is on impact and in this section it's mostly you know the first one is 

where it points the originator to attach their curriculum map. 

0:27:1.760 --> 0:27:2.360 

Michelle Head 

Umm. 

0:27:3.340 --> 0:27:5.610 

Michelle Head 

And there are also identifying that. 

0:27:7.770 --> 0:27:24.60 

Michelle Head 

The all of the program student learning outcomes are met by all the courses that they've listed. It's OK if 

there's a course that maybe doesn't address the program student learning outcome, but at some point 

all of the learning outcomes should be addressed, and that's something that you all can review for. 

0:27:25.870 --> 0:27:34.670 

Michelle Head 

Also in this section, another one on that is important to review for IS3B and that's the impact on other 

departments. 

0:27:37.20 --> 0:27:59.450 

Michelle Head 

So thinking about whether the appropriate attachments are included with the CURRICULOG proposal to 

make sure that the other departments have been notified of an additional course with maybe a prereq 

from another department being added in which the enrollment might increase or deleting a course out 

of a program which might decrease enrollment in another program. 

0:28:1.600 --> 0:28:15.270 

Michelle Head 

3C is also important to think about how the changes might impact the students, so students don't need 

to update their catalog year and in some cases it may be in their best interest and so. 

0:28:15.870 --> 0:28:19.510 

Michelle Head 

Umm, students may be recommended to update their catalog. 



0:28:20.810 --> 0:28:35.80 

Michelle Head 

In some cases, students have to update their catalog if a program name change is being made, and 

that's why I one thing we've done this past year is really work with programs to make sure the name 

change is going through first as a change to. 

0:28:35.880 --> 0:29:5.570 

Michelle Head 

Umm, the program by itself followed, then by the moving and editing of the courses within the program. 

That way it doesn't have a negative impact on students that have to update their catalog because of the 

name change. So it's important to look at this question and think about looking at the side by side of 

courses and how the changes might impact students overall, because we certainly don't want to 

negatively impact students as they try to progress towards graduation. 

0:29:7.310 --> 0:29:19.240 

Michelle Head 

The last one question in the section is identifying whether it's going to impact the double OWL pathway. 

So this is just an important consideration for you all to think about whether. 

0:29:20.910 --> 0:29:29.900 

Michelle Head 

The proposed changes might have an impact on a double hour pathway so that we can make sure that 

program is study is also changed and adjusted as well. 

0:29:31.640 --> 0:29:32.170 

Michelle Head 

OK. 

0:29:33.850 --> 0:29:47.0 

Michelle Head 

Section 4 is probably where the bulk of your review will take place on. This is understanding what the 

changes were, and also in forby what data is being presented so that. 

0:29:48.210 --> 0:30:19.700 

Michelle Head 

It can be justified. The change can be justified. These questions have been separated out before they 

were one question. We did that to emphasize the need to really use data, informed decisions for the 

changes that you all are seeing. So I wanna pause here and just think through what? What would you all 

expect to see in the space as you begin reviewing? What would you deem as enough data or maybe not 

enough data for a change that you've might seen before come through here. 

0:30:38.730 --> 0:30:41.280 

Michelle Head 

So question was, what data would you expect? 

0:30:42.520 --> 0:30:45.130 

Michelle Head 

Originators to include here for you to review. 



0:31:4.280 --> 0:31:16.210 

Diana Gregory (Guest) 

So Michelle, is this a an, the idea here being any kind of changes would have a side by side comparison. 

Would that be what you would be sort of looking for? 

0:31:23.510 --> 0:31:23.890 

Diana Gregory (Guest) 

Yeah. 

0:31:16.800 --> 0:31:43.220 

Michelle Head 

So we'll yeah, we'll talk about the side by side is later and then attachment section that will still be 

requested, but this is more what data, so like Cherilyn mentions like changes to industry standards. So 

presenting how the standards have changed or maybe referencing the change in some way so that you 

can understand that that's an informed decision. It's not just OK, I feel like this isn't working. I need to 

change it. 

0:31:44.570 --> 0:31:51.580 

Michelle Head 

Changes that affect RPG. So yeah. So student enrollment and progression data through a program might 

also be helpful. 

0:31:53.270 --> 0:32:3.640 

Michelle Head 

And how how might you all respond if you feel like there's not enough data there? Like this is part of the 

conversation today. We wanna make sure that we're setting norms for reviewing these proposals. 

0:32:13.20 --> 0:32:13.660 

Michelle Head 

What if? 

0:32:15.800 --> 0:32:19.320 

Michelle Head 

And a was listed there and you felt like, no, there really should be data. 

0:32:21.140 --> 0:32:26.990 

Michelle Head 

Or you felt like there wasn't enough data to inform the change that was being made. 

0:32:37.640 --> 0:32:57.890 

Diana Gregory (Guest) 

Will somehow another to me it I don't think that an in a would be sufficient. So your idea about changes 

within the industry or any kind of current impact on the degree itself that would seem like it would be 

relative information. 

0:32:58.410 --> 0:32:58.770 

Michelle Head 

Mm-hmm. 



0:32:59.710 --> 0:33:0.380 

Michelle Head 

Absolutely. 

0:33:3.200 --> 0:33:7.980 

Michelle Head 

Yeah. So, Cherilyn said, maybe you could ask during the meeting if they have additional data to share. 

0:33:10.990 --> 0:33:18.180 

Michelle Head 

But we I think one of the goals of separating is really to make sure that there is some data or. 

0:33:19.200 --> 0:33:28.710 

Michelle Head 

Information. Some published changes to standards or something is present to inform the decisions I see 

LEANNA'S also typing. So wait a second. 

0:33:36.260 --> 0:33:52.50 

Michelle Head 

Yeah. So the answer mentioned some specific types of data like, Umm, program enrollment or 

graduation rate over the five years to inform maybe how you're adjusting your curriculum to make it 

more attractive or accommodate more students, absolutely. 

0:33:53.570 --> 0:33:53.930 

Michelle Head 

Yeah. 

0:33:54.890 --> 0:34:24.500 

Michelle Head 

So you just want to make sure that this four, especially this is where you're coming to see what the 

change is, but you're giving a close eye to make sure that the change is informed by something. And it's 

not just kind of a knee jerk reaction to what they may be seeing in a program, but that it's supported 

with something. We'll look for this in initial review. I'll make sure that something is present. I've seen a 

proposal come through on new form. In some cases, NA is appropriate, for example. 

0:34:24.860 --> 0:34:28.180 

Michelle Head 

One that came through on the new form. It was for undergraduate but. 

0:34:28.860 --> 0:34:41.0 

Michelle Head 

Was related on budgetary decisions, so because the budget had changed in the department, so it's not 

expected that they might attach the whole budget for the department, but at least they can reference it 

and mention it in their change. 

0:34:51.300 --> 0:35:21.170 

Michelle Head 

This in Section 5. This is focusing on kind of the overview of the program and mainly on admissions 



requirements. So here your body would be looking to see what changes are being made to emissions. Is 

it an alignment with university policy? We'll do some of that review as well. Is it consistent with other 

things you've seen across the university? Is it something that you would support in favor of student 

success or does it look like? 

0:35:21.330 --> 0:35:38.130 

Michelle Head 

It is something that might actually hinder student success, so something might seem like a good idea, 

but then from a different perspective and new eyes on a proposal you all might have some more 

questions about the true impact on students. And so in this section you want to. 

0:35:39.630 --> 0:35:43.300 

Michelle Head 

Look and see how those admission requirements are being changed. 

0:35:47.0 --> 0:35:52.550 

Michelle Head 

Are there any things that you have seen in Section 5 that have raised red flags in the past? 

0:35:52.730 --> 0:36:1.830 

Michelle Head 

Umm, that, you know, might want to remind people of what? What things have you seen? What things 

could you look for that you would be concerned about here? 

0:36:21.290 --> 0:36:37.860 

Amy Jones 

I know in the past that GPCC has had to look at the removal of the GRE or other type of standardized 

test when it comes to admission, this is not an opinion on whether or not that's appropriate. That's for 

y'all to decide, but it has come up with. 

0:36:39.60 --> 0:37:2.150 

Amy Jones 

What's an alternative? How? How would you measure or? You're taking away a reference requirement? 

Well, what would be something else that would be used to enter, you know, get that decision made 

fairly in an admissions decision. So those are some of the things that we have seen in the past come up 

to your level for review and discussion about admission requirements or policies. 

0:37:3.440 --> 0:37:25.560 

Amy Jones 

But it could be anything that a program would like to do outside of the minimum requirements for 

admission. As a graduate student, so or retention or graduation. So if there is an all of a sudden program 

requires an exit exam that was never required before and not normally required in the. 

0:37:25.920 --> 0:37:26.320 

Amy Jones 

Umm. 



0:37:28.210 --> 0:37:29.130 

Amy Jones 

Field of study. 

0:37:29.850 --> 0:37:50.100 

Amy Jones 

That's something you might wanna look into. I'm not saying these changes are being proposed or that 

they're good, bad. Whatever. It's just those are examples of some of the things that are above and 

beyond the university baseline requirements to or manage student or to gain admission as a student to 

remain a student and to graduate with a KSU degree. 

0:37:53.750 --> 0:37:54.830 

Michelle Head 

Thank you for adding that, Amy. 

0:37:57.340 --> 0:37:59.140 

Michelle Head 

Does anything else come to mind there? 

0:38:0.740 --> 0:38:1.520 

Michelle Head 

Any questions? 

0:38:5.170 --> 0:38:7.360 

Michelle Head 

OK, I think this is you Amy. 

0:38:7.510 --> 0:38:17.830 

Amy Jones 

Yep. So this next section is talking about the required attachments. We have seen the side by side 

document in use. 

0:38:18.640 --> 0:38:50.190 

Amy Jones 

Throughout the years of the template for the side by side can be found on our CIA website. It's available 

under curriculum and curriculum templates where we have the side by side for an undergraduate and 

then the graduate. So to find the actual file when you're in curriculog is to go to this side here and the 

files tab, which is the little paper clip. You open that up, and if there were any attached files. 

0:38:50.290 --> 0:39:0.900 

Amy Jones 

Associated with this proposal, they would be listed here, and if you're an originator to upload a 

proposal, proposed file is the same way as you would do it, attach it to an e-mail. 

0:39:1.850 --> 0:39:32.180 

Amy Jones 

Umm, the assessment plan approval form is also required. A big changes to a program and that is a form 

through the assessment team. The assessment Office to make sure that any changes to the curriculum 



are not going to negatively impact the current assessment plan that is in place for that program and 

then academic program maps. We've been using them extensively for undergraduate for quite some 

time. They've been listed on the graduate. 

0:39:32.670 --> 0:40:2.280 

Amy Jones 

Proposal is a semester by semester template for completion of the degree program. That template can 

also be found here under advising program map template in a word and Excel version and it's basically 

just a semester by semester program of study for general student. Now for an individual student, but for 

general students that takes their program from start to finish and it helps align prerequisites. 

0:40:2.350 --> 0:40:20.150 

Amy Jones 

To make sure that a prerequisite from a course is not being offered in spring semester of their second 

year, when it really needs to be in fall semester of their first year to set them up with success for the 

rest of their curriculum, we are requesting that these program maps be included for graduate study. 

0:40:21.650 --> 0:40:27.800 

Amy Jones 

And I will be more than happy to help anybody who needs needs help mapping those out. 

0:40:28.980 --> 0:40:32.990 

Amy Jones 

Or adjusting the template to fit, you know summer schedules or something like that. 

0:40:34.290 --> 0:40:37.700 

Amy Jones 

But all files can be found in the files section there. 

0:40:38.840 --> 0:41:9.50 

Amy Jones 

And then the side by side template really should match what's being presented in the curriculum 

schema and the preview we do check at initial review and at the CSO step prior to submission to the 

GPCC that whatever is published in this section of the curriculum schema matches exactly the second 

version of this type by side. So it's the current and then the proposed we make sure the proposed 

matches this so that. 

0:41:9.150 --> 0:41:15.940 

Amy Jones 

What is published in the catalog is the intention of the entire proposal and matches all files. 

0:41:17.80 --> 0:41:30.90 

Amy Jones 

So if you are having trouble discerning what exactly was changed going to that attachment file is 

important to help you understand the folks scope of the changes to a program. 



0:41:31.860 --> 0:41:32.730 

Amy Jones 

So IL. 

0:41:33.740 --> 0:41:35.90 

Amy Jones 

So the next direction. 

0:41:41.50 --> 0:41:41.700 

Amy Jones 

That's here. 

0:41:40.460 --> 0:42:3.420 

Michelle Head 

The next section is labeled department chair only, and that is really because the department chair needs 

to fill in that information on the originator might not have a good grasp of that information, so that's 

why it's there. But it doesn't mean that you don't need to review it. So I'll point out a couple of pieces 

that are relevant to your review. So that is 7F and 7G. 

0:42:4.720 --> 0:42:34.510 

Michelle Head 

These questions are asking about students exposure and experience to participate in research and 

exposure to literature in the discipline. So these are two requirements of SACSCOC that your body needs 

to pay attention to, and one way to make sure that they're being exposed to that is to cross reference 

the courses that are part of the program and ensure that there is opportunities for students to engage in 

it. So some might be, you know, a research course or. 

0:42:35.650 --> 0:42:40.940 

Michelle Head 

A topical course related to a you know a certain topic and then you can see what. 

0:42:42.90 --> 0:43:12.860 

Michelle Head 

Assignments might be in that course to ensure that they are having experience reading the literature 

and the discipline. Also, in this section, another question that was relevant is the last question seven I 

and that is ensuring that the program aligns with KSU strategic plan and mission. So here you would be 

making sure that the changes are in alignment that we're kind of all working together to make sure that 

we're getting to those end goals. 

0:43:12.950 --> 0:43:22.340 

Michelle Head 

As a university, so certainly a couple of questions in here that you wanna pay attention to despite it 

being labeled for department chairs only. 

0:43:23.890 --> 0:43:57.440 

Amy Jones 

Right. And in contrast to that, this last section in the curriculum Support Office only really does not need 

to be reviewed by by your body, although it does not hurt, the information is not secret, it is there. But 



it's just referencing to make sure the CIP code is in alignment. If there are associated package of 

proposals that we can make sure that they all have reached the step of review at the same time so that 

you are looking at a whole listic package of proposals usually that includes. 

0:43:57.900 --> 0:44:29.710 

Amy Jones 

New course proposals that need to be added to a program of study or, of course is are being removed 

completely from the catalog. They are also removed completely from a programs curriculum. 

Sometimes there are related changes that are made to certificates and a program of study and they are 

kind of they might be dependent on each other or they may just be related. So this helps us to create 

the packages that would go on the docket to help consolidate your work and make it very efficient. 

0:44:30.100 --> 0:44:45.320 

Amy Jones 

And then whether or not the proposal needs to go to the USG and that different external bodies from 

the review process have had a chance to take a look at it and no major red flags had been. 

0:44:47.310 --> 0:45:0.470 

Amy Jones 

Been found out on that proposal and that particular proposal, so those this Section 8 is just really some 

housekeeping items for our office but by no means do you have to review it, but it's also not a secret. 

0:45:1.780 --> 0:45:9.850 

Amy Jones 

So are there any questions at all about the changes to the proposal forms? The? 

0:45:11.270 --> 0:45:19.540 

Amy Jones 

Organization of the questions or any. Anything that we can help you to understand. 

0:45:21.410 --> 0:45:27.190 

Amy Jones 

Or or any feedback that you have happy to talk about it. This is for the program proposal form. 

0:45:43.610 --> 0:45:44.30 

Amy Jones 

OK. 

0:45:44.690 --> 0:46:10.540 

Amy Jones 

But at any time, if there are questions, please put them in the chat or raise your hand and we'll be able 

to talk. Talk to you about it. We're gonna move on to the next proposal, which would be the course 

proposal. We're gonna look at a new course proposal because you guys actually had higher new course 

proposals than change to existing. So we'll take a look at that for. 

0:46:11.540 --> 0:46:28.690 

Amy Jones 

For course, again, the first part of the catalog. This general information is the same routing information 



is the same. This is what directs the proposal to go to either the undergraduate or graduate committee, 

whether it goes to Bagwell for additional review. 

0:46:29.830 --> 0:46:32.750 

Amy Jones 

All of that information is really just. 

0:46:33.450 --> 0:46:33.980 

Amy Jones 

Time. 

0:46:37.600 --> 0:46:43.990 

Amy Jones 

It's not really relevant to your review, but this next part, this catalog information is the title prefix 

number. 

0:46:45.400 --> 0:47:15.490 

Amy Jones 

All of this is what's printed into the catalog. The title for the transcript label is what's printed on a 

transcript. So we wanna make sure that these are the appropriate level of instruction with the number. 

The title is sufficient to explain what the course is about and the title for the transcript isn't just a mess 

of abbreviations, and you can't tell what it actually means. The prerequisite concurrent requisite and 

corequisite structure should be. 

0:47:15.950 --> 0:47:46.900 

Amy Jones 

Clear to understand and it should be explained what skill or knowledge for each of those items is 

required for success in the proposal. That is one of the questions later on, but it will give you an 

understanding of what is required for knowledge to move on and be successful in this course. The 

description should give you enough information to know what's going on in that course, regardless if 

you are in that discipline or not as this also is important for advisors and parents and. 

0:47:47.220 --> 0:47:55.150 

Amy Jones 

Industry professionals to know kind of what that course is all about and it concise manner we do check 

for grammar and. 

0:47:56.400 --> 0:48:15.750 

Amy Jones 

And just editorial changes, but the description itself really needs to be what you expect of a graduate 

level course description, and then any notes that are specific to that course. That includes if it's a cross 

leveled course, if it is included in any consortiums, if it's. 

0:48:16.490 --> 0:48:26.820 

Amy Jones 

Needs a licensure. Before you were able to enter the course, something like that. That is not necessarily 

part of the description, but is very important and for the transparency or students to know. 



0:48:28.260 --> 0:48:54.810 

Amy Jones 

The lecture hours, laboratory hours and credit hours, as well as the number of total hours for a 

laboratory org experiential. So think of that as laboratory or anything outside of the classroom. And the 

ratios used. This is to ensure that the amount of work suggested in the course matches up with the 

expectations for a credit hour and for the number of contact minutes per hour. 

0:48:56.150 --> 0:49:1.690 

Amy Jones 

And Michelle will be able to assist in detail with the with that if there are any specific questions. 

0:49:5.130 --> 0:49:6.460 

Amy Jones 

And now we're in impact. 

0:49:6.630 --> 0:49:10.70 

Michelle Head 

Yep. So impact again here in this section. 

0:49:10.150 --> 0:49:32.810 

Michelle Head 

Umm, this is demonstrating the impact on other programs and departments across campus. So the first 

question is asking for, you know, what other degree programs, minors or certificates can use the course. 

And so hopefully you know, depending on how they're incorporated, we also see other program 

changes for those programs as well. 

0:49:33.560 --> 0:49:34.70 

Michelle Head 

Umm. 

0:49:34.860 --> 0:49:47.590 

Michelle Head 

But at the very least, there should also be attachment with some communication to those departments. 

If the programs minors and certificates are outside of that college and department, that this proposal is 

originating from. 

0:49:48.620 --> 0:49:51.750 

Michelle Head 

The other sections in here and aren't necessarily. 

0:49:53.70 --> 0:49:59.780 

Michelle Head 

A highlight for you guys to review at the university level, so we'll move on to Section 4, which is 

justification. 

0:50:0.830 --> 0:50:17.30 

Michelle Head 

Umm. And so again, the first two questions we've separated so that in the first question you're just 



getting a summary of why in this case the course is being created because it's new or they would be 

describing why is it being changed on a change to course form. 

0:50:18.0 --> 0:50:30.430 

Michelle Head 

Separate from the question about what data do they have, so again, we can have a discussion here 

about maybe what might you expect to see in the data section. So what are some reasons that you can 

vision? 

0:50:31.600 --> 0:50:37.460 

Michelle Head 

For faculty to propose a new course, Umm. Or we can even talk about changes to a course. 

0:50:41.500 --> 0:50:44.930 

Michelle Head 

So what would be some strong evidence that you all would like to see here? 

0:51:10.360 --> 0:51:20.270 

Michelle Head 

So we can think back even to the curriculum map. Yeah. Thank you, Cherilyn. Again, alignment to 

professional standards. So if there's a new standard or emphasis. 

0:51:20.350 --> 0:51:29.390 

Michelle Head 

Umm. In a profession that maybe hasn't been a highlight of your program, it could be a reason to 

introduce or change or modify a course. 

0:51:30.300 --> 0:51:32.950 

Michelle Head 

Umm yeah, to respond to a shift to the field. 

0:51:34.20 --> 0:51:38.460 

Michelle Head 

Connection to the whole program, disciplinary need or impact on potential benefits. 

0:51:39.670 --> 0:51:40.640 

Michelle Head 

Absolutely. 

0:51:42.370 --> 0:52:5.670 

Michelle Head 

And also in thinking about the curriculum map, as you start, as programs start to map their programs, 

they may recognize gaps in their program. Maybe they weren't introducing and reinforcing a program, 

student learning outcome as much as they thought they had intended. Right. And so a curriculum map 

or that alignment piece that they're doing for their program could also be. 

0:52:6.170 --> 0:52:14.880 

Michelle Head 



Umm, a piece of evidence or data that they may use because not all programs may have a set of 

professional standards to refer back to. 

0:52:16.820 --> 0:52:20.770 

Michelle Head 

To see Shirlin also sure. Uh, maybe not that you're gonna share something else. 

0:52:26.350 --> 0:52:31.400 

Michelle Head 

Account expertise. Yeah, so new expertise from a new hire in your department. 

0:52:32.360 --> 0:52:38.360 

Michelle Head 

Want to make sure that even though there's faculty expertise that it also meets the outcomes of the 

program. 

0:52:39.190 --> 0:52:49.940 

Michelle Head 

And so, but that could go back to the changing standards or shifts in the department that are being 

seen. So again, they kind of all connect back together. Thank you for sharing. 

0:52:54.890 --> 0:53:16.600 

Amy Jones 

So this question 4D reference back to the prerequisite coworkers that and concurrent section that we 

saw earlier, we're asked about what's content or skills of each prerequisite commands its inclusion as a 

prerequisite for the course. So this also includes some justification on why. 

0:53:18.20 --> 0:53:48.770 

Amy Jones 

Why does that particular item need to be met prior to or at the same time of another course to ensure 

that the students are successful? If a student can be successful without that, or if there's a kind of 

unnecessary hurdle that a student needs to jump over to control for enrollment or to control for non 

curricular reasons that needs to also be justified or explained. 

0:53:49.40 --> 0:54:8.600 

Amy Jones 

And if it's not, then that's something to question about. Why? Why is a course or a series of courses 

required before this. This course can be taken if the knowledge and skills related to those previous 

courses have no impact on whether or not the student will be successful. So it's something to consider. 

0:54:9.20 --> 0:54:24.490 

Amy Jones 

Umm. As you're looking at the proposals as a whole, especially new courses to make sure that there are 

not long strands of prerequisites that could possibly delay graduation, it's not seen as frequently in the 

graduate programs, but it is something to consider. 

0:54:28.240 --> 0:54:48.840 

Amy Jones 



And as we move on, we have course details and include the specific course learning objectives and this 

is in place of requiring a syllabus. So we're asking for what are those courses, student learning 

outcomes, what is the course content. So what are the? 

0:54:49.540 --> 0:55:22.30 

Amy Jones 

Breath and depth of the course content and how can you ensure that that's being met, but it's not 

putting into a specific box which assignments or which specific topics need to be included. Because we 

understand the need for academic freedom and we understand the need for individual faculty members 

to put their spin on it. But we should all point back to a specific outcome, a specific content, and some 

strategies that are in alignment with the level of instruction. 

0:55:22.650 --> 0:55:52.520 

Amy Jones 

So this is where we're looking at rigor. Well, you're looking at, I don't look at this for this type of content, 

but you're looking does it, does it meet the standards of what a graduate level course is at KSU? Do the 

assignment types really reflects the level of assignments that are expected of graduate students? And 

the same thing for potential textbooks, this doesn't narrow you into using one specific textbook, but if 

the possible textbooks. 

0:55:52.610 --> 0:56:22.720 

Amy Jones 

Are you know, PhD level when it's a master introductory masters level course? Is that appropriate or if 

the courses are very the textbooks are very lower reading level perhaps and you may or may not have 

insight depending on what type of information is provided here and what type of content you have 

familiarity with. But it could help you to. 

0:56:22.820 --> 0:56:35.840 

Amy Jones 

I understand maybe where the course is going, is it appropriate as a doctoral level course or is it too 

easy? Or is it to or not too easy? That's a poor choice of words, but. 

0:56:36.600 --> 0:56:39.850 

Amy Jones 

Whether or not it meets the standards that you expect. 

0:56:41.560 --> 0:56:53.270 

Amy Jones 

And so those are important to look at the rest of the stuff that of course type grading structure, how 

often this is not necessarily relevant to your review, but it is something to consider as. 

0:56:53.530 --> 0:57:2.500 

Amy Jones 

Umm. As how often the courses offered depends on how many students can take it and what the 

expectations are for degree completion. 



0:57:4.700 --> 0:57:9.770 

Amy Jones 

Finally, resources and assessment. This includes. 

0:57:10.680 --> 0:57:12.630 

Amy Jones 

A specifically for a new courses. 

0:57:14.150 --> 0:57:37.950 

Amy Jones 

How often the course will be assessed? Who is responsible for the course effectiveness? If there are 

course fees, you don't necessarily need to worry about that. That's more of a housekeeping and the 

same thing with the rest of the resources. This is more for the departments and the colleges to manage, 

but it's not hidden from you. So if you do want to take a look at it, by all means go for it. 

0:57:38.570 --> 0:57:43.880 

Amy Jones 

Uh. And then the same thing. You may not need to necessarily. 

0:57:44.590 --> 0:58:14.700 

Amy Jones 

Know about the existing faculty who will be teaching it, how many new faculty hires? That's not really 

your place as GPCC to review or recommend, but if it's something that interests you, that's where the 

course information is. And then same thing, curriculum, support office. Again, none of this information is 

hidden, but it is more housekeeping as far as CIP code related to the course, whether or not the course 

itself needs special consideration from the USG and. 

0:58:14.780 --> 0:58:22.50 

Amy Jones 

Is this dependent on any larger packages, including program changes or new programs that are also 

associated with it? 

0:58:23.880 --> 0:58:40.670 

Amy Jones 

So that concludes the new course form a change to existing course form is very, very similar with only 

some of the resource questions cut because the existing resources should already be managed by the 

departments and the colleges. 

0:58:42.790 --> 0:58:45.770 

Amy Jones 

Are there any questions about the course form? 

0:59:9.820 --> 0:59:15.980 

Amy Jones 

OK, seeing none again at any time, please feel free to jump in if you have a question or concern. 

0:59:17.110 --> 0:59:26.600 

Amy Jones 



We're going to take a look at the cross level forms, so I'm gonna pull up that process just so Michelle can 

highlight a couple of items. 

0:59:28.120 --> 0:59:30.390 

Amy Jones 

That we can talk about today. 

0:59:32.980 --> 0:59:51.710 

Michelle Head 

Yeah. So you all saw a number of cross level proposals come through in the past. Last fall as a result of 

the new Cross leveling policy in order for programs to schedule their courses, we will still likely see these 

come through as we didn't see as many as we expected to see. 

0:59:53.90 --> 1:0:13.840 

Michelle Head 

So Amy showing you their the policy. So at initial review will look to make sure the correct courses of 

course are being cross leveled in terms of their number, but it is for you all to review and make sure that 

the content seems appropriate to be cross leveled. 

1:0:16.210 --> 1:0:37.240 

Michelle Head 

And so really, the key to the form here is the side by side of the course content, the title and the topics, 

the assignments and that sort of thing. So the cross leveling that you will see come through your body 

would be an upper level undergraduate course. I'm sorry, Amy, can you scroll back up? 

1:0:37.320 --> 1:0:37.840 

Michelle Head 

Umm. 

1:0:39.230 --> 1:0:50.60 

Michelle Head 

So on the form, it reminds you of what courses can be cross level, so you will see basically all of these, 

whereas if you're on UPCC as well, we don't often see. 

1:0:51.290 --> 1:0:59.470 

Michelle Head 

To undergrad courses being cross leveled just doesn't happen, so we wanted to talk about what 

distinguishes. 

1:1:0.670 --> 1:1:18.220 

Michelle Head 

Maybe a 3004 thousand level course from a 5006 thousand 7000 level course, and then a doctoral 

course, 9000 courses cannot be cross leveled as part of the policy, so only 8000 doctoral level courses 

can be cross leveled. 

1:1:19.350 --> 1:1:31.820 

Michelle Head 

And we wanted to talk about maybe what were some expectations for each level here. And I think this is 



important not only for this discussion, but as you review new courses in which a course number is being 

assigned. 

1:1:33.290 --> 1:1:38.830 

Michelle Head 

Because I know that there was some discussion in the executive Committee when we saw some cross 

leveling that. 

1:1:40.150 --> 1:1:43.920 

Michelle Head 

You know, should these courses be cross leveled? Maybe, maybe not. 

1:1:45.110 --> 1:1:45.610 

Michelle Head 

But. 

1:1:46.400 --> 1:1:53.770 

Michelle Head 

You know, the graduate course had already been approved as an individual course that existed in the 

catalog, and so. 

1:1:54.760 --> 1:2:27.430 

Michelle Head 

That's where you're review of new courses by themselves, independent of cross leveling becomes really 

important because you want to approve what is appropriate for graduate level at the course numbering 

that is given to the course because at some point the program may come back and decide to cross level 

them, and then when you're making that comparison, I think it becomes a lot clearer because you're 

making comparison, maybe the absence of graduate level instruction that might be there or maybe the 

stark difference that maybe it's numbered incorrectly. 

1:2:28.190 --> 1:2:35.920 

Michelle Head 

Umm, so let's just throw out some some ideas or thoughts on what you would expect to see among. 

1:2:37.190 --> 1:2:46.600 

Michelle Head 

Or differences between an upper level undergraduate course and a lower division graduate course. So 

we're talking about. 

1:2:47.890 --> 1:2:51.160 

Michelle Head 

Uh, 5006 thousand 7000 level courses. 

1:3:5.200 --> 1:3:14.980 

Michelle Head 

OK. And so Sharilyn mentioned learning outcomes may be different. So what might be expected or what 

what might that difference look like? 



1:3:16.680 --> 1:3:29.450 

Michelle Head 

Yeah. So in terms of bloom, so maybe higher level blooms being used for graduate course versus an 

undergrad. So how they're processing the information in the course and what they're doing with it? 

Absolutely. 

1:3:39.870 --> 1:3:42.200 

Michelle Head 

See. Umm, you mentioned the different projects. 

1:3:43.50 --> 1:3:53.640 

Michelle Head 

Umm. So what they're you know, again how they're processing maybe at a higher level and what 

product they're producing to demonstrate their level of competency for those outcomes. 

1:3:55.280 --> 1:3:56.70 

Michelle Head 

Absolutely. 

1:3:59.630 --> 1:4:2.860 

Michelle Head 

What about between a? 

1:4:3.880 --> 1:4:10.530 

Michelle Head 

Lower division, graduate course and an 8000 doctoral course. We don't see those as frequently. 

1:4:11.210 --> 1:4:11.700 

Michelle Head 

Umm. 

1:4:14.750 --> 1:4:19.340 

Michelle Head 

And I think I feel like there are a couple in the pipeline actually that we've looked at. 

1:4:40.210 --> 1:4:42.580 

Michelle Head 

It's so easy. Curious how those would work. 

1:4:43.880 --> 1:4:46.30 

Michelle Head 

Yeah, it's not something that we see often. 

1:4:46.350 --> 1:4:50.800 

Michelle Head 

Umm, but it we did not of course want to limit what could be cross leveled. 



1:4:51.40 --> 1:4:51.420 

Michelle Head 

I'm. 

1:5:1.590 --> 1:5:20.240 

Michelle Head 

So I think in some you know in in my context I come from chemistry. So in the sciences, I could imagine 

more difficult problems with maybe bringing together more information and a synthesis of information 

at a higher level as opposed to looking at a more simplified problem. 

1:5:21.0 --> 1:5:24.950 

Michelle Head 

So that's yeah, similar to what Cherilyn just mentioned, maybe level of application. 

1:5:28.490 --> 1:5:28.940 

Michelle Head 

Mm-hmm. 

1:5:29.850 --> 1:5:32.80 

Michelle Head 

You can turn your mic on elianne if you wanna. 

1:5:33.200 --> 1:5:35.980 

Michelle Head 

I'm sure what you're thinking, so friendly group. 

1:5:38.800 --> 1:6:2.310 

LeeAnn Lands 

Yes. So at the at the doctoral level, we do much more original historical analysis of of primary historical 

documents and a much more intensive analysis of the established scholarship. So so doctoral students 

would be expected to have a much broader knowledge of the established literature. 

1:6:3.700 --> 1:6:12.110 

LeeAnn Lands 

And then be able to to do much, you know, rather than black and white analysis, a much grayer and 

more nuanced level of analysis. 

1:6:12.390 --> 1:6:17.780 

Michelle Head 

Yeah. Yeah. Where it kind of gets messy and you're not sure what the outcome is, absolutely. 

1:6:20.260 --> 1:6:27.300 

Michelle Head 

Yeah. And he also mentioned a couple of great ideas, some mutual mentoring where doctoral students 

are mentoring undergraduates. 

1:6:28.240 --> 1:6:35.340 

Michelle Head 



I think we saw something similar to that. Have we seen the English cross leveling proposals? I think there 

was a couple. 

1:6:35.990 --> 1:6:46.660 

Michelle Head 

I think they might still be coming up through, but that might be something you see. I think that's among 

undergrad and grad, but you can imagine the same thing like you mentioned between doctoral and 

lower level. 

1:6:47.770 --> 1:6:50.590 

Michelle Head 

Umm. Course numbers students in the lower level course numbers. 

1:6:54.320 --> 1:6:57.610 

Michelle Head 

But I see one more person typing, so I'll wait a second for that. 

1:7:2.330 --> 1:7:4.370 

Diana Gregory (Guest) 

It's OK. I'm putting up another note. 

1:7:4.740 --> 1:7:5.370 

Michelle Head 

OK. 

1:7:10.130 --> 1:7:10.580 

Amy Jones 

Hey. 

1:7:11.0 --> 1:7:11.510 

Michelle Head 

Yeah. 

1:7:12.810 --> 1:7:28.880 

Michelle Head 

Yeah. So I don't think we see, you know, we don't really understand you know, the impact of some of 

our decision in until we see them next to each other in the cross level proposal. But these are some 

great ideas that you can carry forward even when reviewing a single course by itself as well. 

1:7:29.850 --> 1:7:30.310 

Michelle Head 

Umm. 

1:7:32.50 --> 1:7:37.310 

Michelle Head 

So I know Diana's typing. We can come back to that. Amy, dear, I want eat last comments on the forms. 

1:7:38.470 --> 1:8:8.300 

Amy Jones 



Unless anyone has any specific questions, I think I went through everything that I wanted to share, but 

please know our forms are always a continuous improvement initiative, so if there is a question that you 

are that you feel is missing, if there's some information that you feel will help you do your job more 

effectively, please let us know and then we can work on adding or modifying questions in our next 

round of. 

1:8:8.860 --> 1:8:40.60 

Amy Jones 

Modifications to the forms if you don't like the way that the layout of the forms has been reimagined, 

let us know. Or if you really like it and you think it's a great idea and it helps you do your job more 

effectively, we'd also love to hear that feedback because while the curriculog tool, some of the functions 

are outside of our control, the forms themselves are in most part are forms. Our academic affairs and 

your forms. 

1:8:40.150 --> 1:8:59.910 

Amy Jones 

As the users of these forms, so we would like to make sure that they are clear that you are able to glean 

the information and you need to make clear and inform decisions. And if there's anything we can do to 

assist in making that a better process, please let us know. 

1:9:1.230 --> 1:9:24.300 

Michelle Head 

Absolutely. And I put a link in the chat. Umm as we wrap up today, if you don't mind going there, that's 

just a quick feedback survey to help us to continue to improve the training that we can provide to you as 

a body. So that your reviews are done efficiently on the same page are all kind of expecting the same 

kind of norm from originators. 

1:9:26.740 --> 1:9:30.550 

Michelle Head 

So thank you all so much for joining us. We really appreciate it. 

1:9:31.940 --> 1:9:37.330 

Michelle Head 

I know you all do a great job already, but we did want to share some of the changes that we've made as 

well. 

1:9:47.600 --> 1:9:49.590 

Michelle Head 

They really have a good afternoon everyone. 


